Violence is not an answer!

Violence comes in many ways. Some might see right because they care for the person that is coming from. Girls/Boys can experience violence in their lives, not only girls are more at risk. Boys/Girls who beat their partner (girlfriends/buyfriends) have a big possibility that have experienced violence at home, even if they believe their parents aren't doing right, they might see it like a normal thing to their life after so many times. Some people accept violence by saying it was their fault to get beaten.

Parents who don't take the time to notice their kids. Those kids could of been better than ending up in gangs, take stuff to the head thinking that they can do anything and choosing what might seem ugly makes you look. In my country, many gangs have tried taken over what could of been a peaceful Rowe. Not all youths choose the wrong path, if not that's their only choice.

We all can get together build support groups where teens can talk, what's on their mind and be comfortable. Also one for par-
rents to understand the way their kids act not judge them on what might seem the worst if not talk about it. We are a community and together we grow.